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Discover the great wines from Australia 
and New Zealand

The wines from Down Under have established an international reputation 
for producing some of the best value wines in the world. Both countries are 

known for their cool-climates, and some of the most progressive and 
environmentally conscious producers. The two countries have also 

developed a distinct winemaking style and flavor profile all their own. We 
have selected a range of wines that reflect the regions to help expand and 

elevate the category.

Welcome Tapi Organic to the 
portfolio. 
‘A homage to the classic and earthy 
expression of New Zealand wine.’

US allocation of Das Juice has 
arrived. 
A natural winemaking project from 
James Audas and Tom Sheer.





TAPI - MARLBOROUGH VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

ORGANIC SAUVIGNON BLANC 2023 $96.00 93 DECANTER

ORGANIC PINOT GRIS 2022 $120.00 94 WINE ORBIT

ORGANIC CHARDONNAY 2022 $144.00 95 WINE ORBIT 

ORGANIC PINOT NOIR 2021 $162.00 94 WINE ORBIT

CULLY ROAD - MCLAREN VALE VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

ORGANIC GSM 2021 $200.00 94 WINE ORBIT 

ORGANIC SHIRAZ 2021 $200.00 94 WINE ORBIT 

ORGANIC GRENACHE 2021 $200.00 93 WINE ORBIT 

CARPENTER ROCKS – MT GAMBIER VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022 $96.00 93 WINE ORBIT 

PINOT NOIR 2022 $138.00 93 WINE ORBIT 

PINOT GRIS 2022 $96.00 92 WINE ORBIT 

Forged within the windswept southeastern corner 
of South Australia, these small-print cool-climate 
wines are full of robust flavors and vitality. Truly a 
product of an untamed land and fertile soils, where 
the waves crash hard and the winds soar strongly. 
One of Australia’s best kept wine secrets; a secret 
best shared with your nearest and dearest.

McLaren Vale is home to one half of 
this dynamic team and also some

of the region’s best Shiraz and 
Grenache vines. Embracing a ‘paddock

to plate’ approach to organic 
winemaking—with a single estate

expression—this small-print offering is 
something worth sipping, again and 

again.

A bright and memorable wine, named after the 
imperial Mt Tapuae-o-Uenuku or the ‘footprint of 
the rainbow’. Here in the South Pacific Ocean, Mt 
Tapi, as the locals call it, is a beacon that rises above 
the famous Marlborough wine region. Our wines 
are true small production, organic and sustainable.





DAS JUICE – REGIONAL SOUTH AUSTRALIA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK

MACERATION 2022 $168

WHITE BLEND 2022 $168

ROSE 2022 $168

PET NAT ROSE 2022 $168

PET NAT GLERA 2022 $168

RED BLEND 2022 $168





Credaro Wines is the oldest family-run winery in Margaret River. The first 

Fragola cuttings planted in by our great Grandfather in 1922 seeded four 

generations (so far) of farming and winemaking in the region, and today our 

vineyards lie across seven sites from Yallingup, to Carbanup, to the original 

vines in Woolston. Our wines pay homage to the hard work and tradition of 

the generations that came before us and continue to push boundaries in our 

quest for quality.

CREDARO – MARGARET RIVER VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

1000 CROWNS CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2020 $400.00 96 WINE PILOT

1000 CROWNS CHARDONNAY 2021 $400.00 95 HALLIDAY

KINSHIP CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2020 $240.00 94 HALLIDAY

KINSHIP CHARDONNAY 2022 $240.00 93 HALLIDAY

5 TALES CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2021 $126.00 93 HALLIDAY

5 TALES CHARDONNAY 2022 $126.00 93 HALLIDAY

5 TALES SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022 $126.00 93 HALLIDAY





Survivor vines, Barossa wines, and a new 
beginning. Welcome to Welland
Welland is an enduring ‘survivor’ vineyard in a 
truly unique location that is enjoying a new 
lease on life. In South Australia’s Barossa 
Valley, in the township of Nuriootpa is where 
you’ll find the Welland vineyard. Planted in 
1923 by one of the Barossa’s founding 
families, Welland is the last remaining section 
of much larger plantings of vines and fruit 
orchards that once occupied the northern end 
of the township.

Rosabrook was originally home to 
a small number of group 
settlement farmers who 

pioneered the dairy industry in 
Margaret River in the 1930’s. 
Many of the isolated clearings 

they struggled to tame are now 
home to some of the region’s 

prime vineyards.

WELLEND - BAROSSA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

OLD HANDS CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019 $300.00 96 SAM KIM

OLD HANDS SHIRAZ 2019 $300.00 97 WINESTATE

VALLEY & VALLEY CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019 $180.00 94 WINESTATE

VALLEY & VALLEY SHIRAZ 2019 $180.00 94 SAM KIM

ROSABROOK – MARGARET RIVER VINTAGE PRICE 12PK

PAS TOUCHE CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2021 $      150.00 

PAS TOUCHE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022 $      150.00 





Langhorne Creek experiences relatively low annual rainfall, so supplementary drip 
irrigation is used to provide the vines with every opportunity to produce optimal fruit. The 

soils for Bleasdale’s vineyards range from well drained, alluvial soils to 
brown loams over limestone.

Over the years, further varieties have been planted including Malbec, Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Petit Verdot, Cabernet Franc and Chardonnay. As Bleasdale grew it established 

contract grape growing arrangements with an increasing number of growers. Some of 
these relationships are entering their third generation of arrangements. These days, we 
are often trialing new varieties and varietal clones to ensure that we are the forefront of 

innovation and quality. In 2011, Bleasdale began sourcing Chardonnay, Pinot Gris and 
Sauvignon Blanc from the cooler Adelaide Hills region and has quickly built a reputation 

for quality and value white wines. Bleasdale’s Langhorne Creek red wines have fine tannin 
and fruit structure and are highly regarded for their complexity and longevity; whilst the 

white wines of the Adelaide Hills display elegant fruit, balance and length of flavor.

BLEASDALE – SOUTH AUSTRALIA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

WILD PEAR SAUVIGNON BLANC VERDELHO 2022 $        96.00 TBA

BROADSIDE S/C/M 2019 $        114.00 91 HALLIDAY

MULBERRY TREE CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019 $        114.00 95 HALLIDAY

FRANK POTTS CABERNET BLEND 2018 $      240.00 95 HALLIDAY

SPARKLING SHIRAZ NV $      150.00 92 HALLIDAY





VINACEOUS  - WESTERN AUSTRALIA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

RACONTER CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2020 $        132.00 92 HALLIDAY

RED RIGHT HAND SGT 2020 $        132.00 90 HALLIDAY

SNAKE CHARMER SHIRAZ 2020 $        132.00 92 SAM KIM

VOODOO MOON MALBEC 2021 $        132.00 93 SAM KIM

PET NAT 2022 $        132.00 91 HALLIDAY

Since 2007 our unique collaboration has 
granted us access to some of the best 

vineyards from The Great Southern and 
Margaret River regions in Western Australia 
and enabled us to produce delicious wines. 
Our winemaking philosophy is simple and 

relatively non–intrusive – to produce fine and 
distinctive wines, that reflect the individual 
characteristics of the vineyard and variety.

Many organic principles are incorporated into 
our vineyard systems.

All nutrition requirements are based upon 
stringent soil analysis, and a spring application 

of mineral-based fertilizer that is microbial 
seeded and spread as required. During the 

warm summer months liquid kelp is used as a 
conditioner to maintain leaf health so 

important during the final ripening phase.

REDHEADS - SOUTH AUSTRALIA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

COCO ROTIE SHIRAZ VIOGNIER 2020 $132.00 93 SAM KIM

CATBIRD SEAT CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2021 $132.00  91 BOB CAMPBELL

We might be RedHeads by name, but did you know 
we’re GreenHeads by nature?

As we rebuilt and renovated our winery, sustainability 
was at the heart of every decision. We asked the 

Environmental Protection Agency to get involved in our 
vision for a sustainable winery. Could other wineries 

follow in our footsteps and create the sustainable 
winemaking industry Australia deserves?

What began as a no-nonsense commitment to creating 
a more sustainable future for our winery has now 

become GreenHeads Movement.





GABRIELLE – KING VALLEY, AUSTRALIA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK

ARNEIS, PINOT GRIGIO, GEWÜRZ PET NAT 2021 $      140.00 

Gabrielle Pétillant Naturel is made, as the name 
implies, by a natural process.

Before the wine’s first, and only, fermentation 
process is fully complete, it is bottled. Made in the 

ancient method of bottling before the primary 
ferment is complete, without the addition of 

secondary yeast or sugar, results in carbon dioxide 
being formed from the natural sugars already in the 
wine and turning into bubbles. For reasons of flavor, 

texture, pallet weight and importantly ripening 
timing, our Pétillant Naturel comes from a fusion of 

three varietals.

SEE SAW - ORANGE, AUSTRALIA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK

ORGANIC GEE GEE ORANGE 2022 $        156.00 

ORGANIC MARGE GAMAY, PINOT NOIR 2022 $        156.00 

ORGANIC SAMM ORANGE 2022 $        156.00 

ORGANIC GAMAY 2022 $        156.00 

ORGANIC PET NAT 2022 $        156.00 

Justin and Pip Jarrett, have been growing organic 
grapes and making cool climate wines in Orange, 
NSW for over 25 years. Our approach to farming 

considers all activities and their impact on the 
environment and wine quality. We believe in a 

balanced approach to all things, most especially 
the sustainability of the land and environment on 

which we all depend, and we have a 
wholehearted respect for leaving a positive 

environmental legacy. This sustainable ethos is 
cultivated into the 170 hectares we now have 

under vine over three sites of varying elevations.



GIUNTA  - HAWKE’S BAY VINTAGE PRICE 12PK

GIUNTA MALBEC NOUVEAU 2022 $         90.00 

GIUNTA SAUVIGNON BLANC 2023 $         90.00 

GIUNTA CRISPY WHITE 2022 $        108.00 

GIUNTA CRUNCHY RED 2022 $        108.00 

GIUNTA PINOT NOIR 2022 $        108.00 

Winemaker Daniel Brennan discovered New 
Zealand wines at his family restaurant in Philly. His 

story and wines are all about the people who 
inspire him, the places he has been. Giunta wines 

are young and fresh, typically sold straight into 
restaurants and wine bars. 





DECIBEL - HAWKES BAY VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

DECIBEL MARTINBOROUGH PINOT NOIR 2021 $      228.00 92 VINOUS

DECIBEL SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022 $        96.00 93 BOB CAMPBELL

DECIBEL VIOGINIER 2021 $        96.00 92 BOB CAMPBELL

DECIBEL GIMBLETT GRAVELS MALBEC 2019 $      150.00 93 BOB CAMPBELL

DECIBEL ROSE 2023 $        96.00 93 BOB CAMPBELL

DECIBEL PET NAT CHARDONNAY 2022 $     140.00 NA

DECIBEL PET NAT ROSE MALBEC 2022 $     140.00 NA

TESTIFY - HAWKES BAY VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

PINOT NOIR 2020 $      336.00 94 BOB CAMPBELL

RED BLEND 2019 $      336.00 95 BOB CAMPBELL

CHARDONNAY 2020 $      226.00 94 SAM KIM

While traveling through Europe and America with a band of musicians, artists and 
craftsmen winemaker Daniel Brennan's passion for sense memory and sense elation 

grew. While docked in Philadelphia he discovered New Zealand wines and moved to the 
other side of the world to embark on the Decibel wine journey.  

Testify' is a wine that is only produced in the 
best of vintages.  It is winemaker Daniel 

Brennan’s hand on heart proclamation that 
it is our best effort within each varietal 

and region.





PARITUA - HAWKES BAY VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

PARITUA "GRACE" SAUVIGNON BLANC 2021 $      256.00 94 SAM KIM

PARITUA “WILLOW” CHARDONNAY 2021 $      256.00 95 SAM KIM

PARITUA SYRAH 2018 $      256.00 95 BOB CAMPBELL

PARITUA RED BLEND 2018 $      256.00 95 SAM KIM

PARITUA 21.12' RED *ALLOCATED 2018 $      660.00 97 SAM KIM

STONE PADDOCK - HAWKES BAY VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

STONE PADDOCK CABERNET FRANC 2020 $      144.00 93 SAM KIM

STONE PADDOCK CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018 $      144.00 93 SAM KIM

STONE PADDOCK  SYRAH 2022 $      144.00 95 BOB CAMPBELL

STONE PADDOCK "SCARLET"  RED BLEND 2018 $      144.00 93 SAM KIM

STONE PADDOCK SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022 $      96.00 91 BOB CAMPBELL

STONE PADDOCK CHARDONNAY 2021 $      132.00 90 BOB CAMPBELL

The name Paritua is a tribute to the 
Paritua Stream, which meanders 
gently through the vineyard. Paritua 
means the meandering stream above 
the ancient river. The vineyard is 
planted over the historical riverbed of 
the nearby Ngaruroro River which 
flowed through pre the 1860s 
earthquake. It is a name that also 
acknowledges the connection with the 
land and the people of New Zealand

Stone Paddock is a selection of 
wines that are made every year 
using grapes grown on Paritua's 
own estate and carefully selected 
regional vineyards. The Stone 
Paddock wines are wines that not 
only reflect a distinctly New Zealand 
style, but also Paritua Vineyard's 
passion for quality winemaking.



CLOUSTON & CO - MARLBOROUGH VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2023 $      108.00 93 WINE ORBIT 

PINOT NOIR 2022 $      144.00  94 WINE ORBIT

NAMBUCCA SAUVIGNON BLANC 2023 $      86.00 93 WINE ORBIT

As a youth, David Clouston spent his summer 
holidays exploring the valleys and rivers of 

Marlborough with his friends. during his teenage 
years, David earned extra pocket money by 

helping on neighboring farms throughout the 
back drops of the Awatere valley and working for 
growers during vintage in the heart of the Wairau 
valley. with some hard graft, and a cheeky glint in 

his eye, David soon gained the respect of local 
elders. taking flight, David embarked on his 

journey and after 22 vintages abroad in locations 
such as Chile and Corsica, he returned home to 
Marlborough to set up his own venture. David 

saw a chance to start a wine brand which could 
deliver great ‘drinkability’ and offer growers long 

term contracts (that are both fair and offer a 
sustainable future for all). David works closely 

with his select growers and is involved with the 
day-to-day viticultural decisions, as well as 

orchestrating the development of new vineyards 
in the most extreme microclimates of the 

Awatere and Wairau valleys. 

With the history of The Hunting Lodge going back to 
1868, almost everyone has a story to tell from over 

the years. The current owners’ story goes back to the 
1970’s, seeing their children grow up amongst the 
vines. Our winemakers wanted to create a range of 
wine that showcases the best wine regions in the 
country, but also captures the pioneering spirit of 
New Zealand wine - the search for something new 

and interesting. 

MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022 $        96.00 93 WINE ORBIT

HOMEBLOCK SAUVIGNON BLANC 2020 $      144.00 96 DECANTER

SEASONAL ORGANIC SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022 $      144.00 94 WINE ORBIT

SEASONAL ORGANIC PINOT NOIR 2020 $      180.00 94 WINE ORBIT

BAR 307 ITILAIAN SPRITZ NV $      126.00 NA





UNKEL - NELSON, NEW ZEALAND VINTAGE PRICE 12PK

LIFE ON MARS WHITE BLEND 2022 $132

LIFES A BEACH ORANGE 2022 $132

LA DE DA LIGHT REG 2022 $132

JURASSIC RED 2022 $132

‘Luta’, derived from Lutum, Latin for clay - pays 
reference to the Moutere clays of which the grapes 
are grown. Luta wines are a recent addition to our 

Unkel Wines range and are wines made from a 
selection of barrels that we believe tell the story of 
the unique Moutere clays and the organic vineyards 
in which these vines are farmed. These are aged for 

longer at every step, from barrel to tank and again in 
the bottle, prior to release.

LUTA - NELSON, NEW ZEALAND VINTAGE PRICE 12PK

ECHOES CHARDONNAY 2021 $200

ZEPHYR CHARDONNAY 2021 $200

RISING PINOT NOIR 2021 $200

SHADOW PINOT NOIR 2021 $200

The name Unkel, a deliberately misspelled 
German word, symbolizes Rob & Kate’s 

winemaking philosophy because an “uncle has 
a lighter influence on a kid’s education than a 
father would have, as our winemaking has on 

our wine”, they say.
“I was drawn into the winemaking world by 
my obsession with how things smell – I was 
even considering perfumes, but in the end, 

winemaking won,” Rob Burley laughs about his 
start in the wine industry.

Accompanied by his high-school sweetheart 
turned wife Kate, the energetic New Zealander 
started an exciting odyssey that eventually led 

them back to the land they love. Their first 
globetrotting steps led from their native 

Tauranga to Australia, where Rob finished his 
winemaking degree and started working for 

big wineries, which “nearly drained the 
passion out of me. Luckily, a friend introduced 

me to wines of people like Saša Radikon or 
Jean-Francois Ganevat back then,” Rob recalls.



NELSON, NEW ZEALAND VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

SAUVIGNON BLANC 375ML 2022 $86.00 TBA

PINOT GRIS 375 ML 2020 $86.00 TBA

ROSE 375ML 2021 $86.00 TBA

Plus Six Four wines are located in the prized wine region of Nelson, 
the geographical center/Middle-earth of New Zealand. We are 

family owned and operated, our range of cool climate wines are 
balanced, and character filled with vibrant varietal characters that 

reflect us, our vineyards and region. Premium and 100% sustainable, 
award-winning wines that truly reflect a pure origin.



HAUS – CALIFORNIA PRICE 6PK

GREAPEFUIT JALAPENO 750ML $126

CITRUS FLOWER 750ML $126

POMEGRANATE ROSPBERRY 750ML $126

ROSE ROSĖ 750ML $126

Farm-to-bottle Californian aperitifs.
Made with all-natural ingredients and 80% less sugar than Aperol, Haus was designed for the 

drinker looking for a low-ABV alternative to hard liquor, without the artificial flavors and 
ingredients of corporate brands. “For the wine or cocktail lover who’s tried it all and wants 

something new and refreshing.” - New York Times

Haus is a line of aperitifs designed for modern drinkers looking for sessionable, high quality, 
better-for-you alcohol options. Haus aperitifs are made with real fruits, herbs and botanicals, 
and created with authenticity and transparency. Our products have been ordered online by 

hundreds of thousands of drinkers across America, and have received love from publications like 
Vogue, GQ, The New York Times, and Glamour.



BELLACANA - ALEXANDER VALLEY, CA VINTAGE PRICE 12PK TOP REVIEW

HILLSIDE SELECT CABERNET SAQUVIGNON 2019 $300 TBA

BLOCK 13 CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019 $300 TBA

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2022 $180 TBA

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2023 $144 TBA

Owned by The Dry Creek Rancheria Pomo Indian Tribe, Bellacana
Vineyards represents a partnership deeply rooted in cultural 
heritage and a commitment to sustainable practices. Our 
winemaking philosophy embraces the profound respect for the 
land and the environment, honoring the traditions passed down 
through generations.

Immerse yourself in the stories woven into our vines and the 
remarkable wines they produce. Each wine at Bellacana
Vineyards reflects the harmony between nature, craftsmanship, 
and the vibrant flavors that emerge from our esteemed terroir. 
From elegant whites to robust reds, our portfolio offers a diverse 
range of wines that capture the essence of our vineyard’s unique 
character.

Join us on this remarkable journey as we honor our past, 
celebrate our present, and embrace the promise of an 
extraordinary future. Discover Bellacana Vineyards, where beauty 
and flow intertwine, inviting you to savor the magic of our wines 
and the enchantment of our story.
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WHANAU IMPORTS LLC  

Western Carriers Warehouse
New Jersey

anthony@whanauimports.com
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